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MOST CHILDREN
in Canada who need emergency care are 
treated in general emergency departments.

THE TREKK NETWORK 
is connecting emergency 
specialists, pediatric researchers 
and health consumers to speed 
up how the latest knowledge 
in pediatric emergency care 
is put into practice in general 
emergency departments.

 

 

In pediatric patients with Type 1 Diabetes, up to 1.5% of episodes of DKA may be complicated by cerebral edema. 

Cerebral edema is associated with significant morbidity and mortality in this population. Due to this risk, pediatric DKA is 

treated differently than adult DKA. The metabolic derangements associated with DKA are repaired slowly. Episodes of 

pediatric DKA MUST be treated according to published pediatric-specific protocols1 in close communication with a 

pediatric diabetes specialist. Contact the pediatric diabetes specialist or PICU at your pediatric referral site and/or your 

provincial medical transport service as required.  

DIAGNOSE DKA IN PATIENTS WHO PRESENT WITH ALL THREE OF THE FOLLOWING: 

» Acidosis - pH < 7.3 or HCO3 < 15 on venous or capillary blood gas  

» Ketones on urine dipstick or routine urinalysis 

» Diabetes (either new onset or existing) - random serum glucose of > 11.1 mmol/L  

AT INITIAL ASSESSMENT, CHILDREN WITH:  

» MILD DKA (pH 7.20 - 7.29, HCO3 10 - 14) may be treated using subcutaneous insulin and observation in the emergency 

department with guidance from a pediatric diabetes specialist. Depending on the clinical circumstances, some patients with 

mild DKA may still require admission to hospital. Young children under 5 years of age are often admitted to hospital. 

» MODERATE DKA (pH 7.10 - 7.19, HCO3 5 - 9) are admitted to hospital for intravenous (IV) fluid therapy, IV insulin infusion 

and close monitoring. 

» Large fluid boluses are potentially dangerous  

» Aim to replace the estimated fluid deficit evenly over 48 hours; fluid replacement should not exceed twice the 

maintenance rate of fluid requirements (see published pediatric-specific protocol1) 

» Decompensated shock with hypotension is rare but if necessary, volume should be expanded to restore peripheral 

circulation 

» 0.9% NaCl IV is given initially to slowly treat dehydration; potassium is added as per published pediatric-specific 

protocol1 

» IV fluid composition is adjusted as metabolic derangements are repaired  

» IV infusion of insulin is started no sooner than 1-2 hours after IV fluid is started   

» Patients are closely monitored with regular measurements of glucose, electrolytes and venous blood gas   

» Boluses of IV insulin and the use of sodium bicarbonate are contraindicated as they increase the risk of cerebral 

edema 

» SEVERE DKA (pH < 7.10, HCO3 < 5) may have signs of cerebral edema (headache, vomiting, decreased GCS, irritability). 

In addition to treatment described above for moderate DKA:  

» Cerebral edema is treated with management of ABCs, restriction of IV fluid, elevation of the head of the bed, Mannitol 

(0.5-1 gm/kg IV over 20 min) and/or 3% NaCl (5-10 ml/kg IV over 30 min)   

» A head CT need only be performed once the patient is stabilized 

» These patients are usually admitted to PICU for treatment and monitoring. This decision should be made in 

consultation with a pediatric diabetes and/or pediatric intensive care specialist   
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Bronchiolitis is a common viral illness. It is most commonly caused by respiratory syncytial virus and 

typically occurs over the late fall and winter months. Children less than 2 years of age are most 

commonly affected, with the largest burden of illness being children less than 12 months of age.   

» THE ILLNESS IS CHARACTERIZED BY acute inflammation in the airways, edema & necrosis of epithelial cells  

   lining small airways, bronchospasm and increased mucus production  
 

» CLINICAL SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS INCLUDE coryza, cough, wheezing, crackles and increased respiratory effort 

DIAGNOSING BRONCHIOLITIS 

» Bronchiolitis should be diagnosed on the basis of patient’s history and physical exam  

» A diagnosis is typically made for a first episode of wheezing in children less than 24 months of age in winter  

   months » Routine laboratory tests and chest x-rays are not helpful in diagnosing or managing bronchiolitis; use of chest 

   x-rays is associated with increased use of antibiotics 

SEVERE BRONCHIOLITIS 

» Children less than 6 weeks of age and those with underlying cardio-respiratory disease, immunodeficiency or  

   significant prematurity are at risk of developing severe bronchiolitis 

» Symptoms of severe disease include apnea and need for respiratory intervention (e.g. CPAP and intubation) 

TYPICAL CLINICAL COURSE OF BRONCHIOLITIS 

» Most children do well; symptoms of bronchiolitis peak around day 5 of illness  

» Symptoms such as cough may persist for up to 3 weeks 

TREATMENT OF BRONCHIOLITIS 

» Supportive care is the cornerstone of treatment 

» Limited suctioning to clear the nares may be beneficial  

» The main management goals are to ensure adequate oxygenation and hydration 

» Oral, nasogastric or intravenous (IV) rehydration may be necessary if children cannot maintain fluid status 

» Supplemental oxygen may also be necessary if oxygen saturations are < 90% persistently 
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